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Figure 2  Generalized stratigraphic
section, showing approximate vertical
relations of coals in Illinois. 

INTERPRETING A MINE SUMMARY SHEET

The mine summary sheet is arranged numerically by mine index
number.  Index numbers are shown on the map and in the mine listing. 
The mine summary sheet provides the following information (if
available).

Company and mine name  The last company or owner of the mine is
used, unless no production was recorded for the last owner.  In that
case, the penultimate owner is listed.  Mines often have no specific
name; in these cases, the company name is also used as the mine
name.

Type   Underground denotes a subsurface mine in which the coal was
reached through a shaft, slope, or a drift entry.  Surface denotes a
surface, open pit or strip mine.  

Total mined-out acreage shown   The total acreage of the mined
area mapped, including any acreage mined on adjacent quadrangles, 
is calculated from the digitized outline of the mine.  The acreage of
large barrier pillars depicted on the map is excluded from the mined-
out acreage.  Small pillars not digitized are included in the acreage
calculation.  If the mine outline is not based on a final mine map, the
acreage is followed by an estimate of additional acres that may have
been mined.  The estimate is determined from reported mine
production, approximate thickness of the coal, and recovery rates
calculated from nearby mines that used similar mining methods.

SHAFT, SLOPE, DRIFT OR TIPPLE LOCATIONS

Shaft, slope, drift, or tipple locations   Locations of all known former
entry points to underground mines or the location of coal cleaning,
tipple, and shipping equipment used by the mine’s facility are listed. 
The location is described in terms of county, township and range
(Twp-Rge), section, and location within the section by quarters.  NE
SW NW, for instance, would describe the location in the northeast
quarter of the southwest quarter of the northwest quarter.  When
sections are irregular in size, the quarters remain the same size and
are oriented (or “registered”) from the southeast corner of the section. 
Approximate footage from the section lines (FEL = from east line, FNL
= from north line, for example) is given when that information is known;
this indicates a surveyed location and is not derived from maps.  Entry
points are also plotted on the map and coded for the type of entry or
tipple.  A mine opening may have had many purposes during the life of
the mine.  Old hoist shafts are often later used for air and escape
shafts; this information is included in the directory when known.  The
tipple for underground mines was generally located near the main
shaft or slope.  At surface mines, coal was sometimes hauled to a
central tipple several miles from the mine pit.

GEOLOGY

Seam(s) mined   The name of the coal seam(s) mined is listed if known.  If multiple seams were mined, they are all
listed, although the mined-out area for each seam may be shown on separate maps.  Figure 2 shows the
stratigraphic section for the Illinois coal measures and the vertical relations among the coals.

Depth   The depth to the top of the seam in the vicinity of the shaft is listed if known.  The depth is determined from
notes made by geologists who visited the mine during its operation or from drill hole data in ISGS files.  Depth
generally varies little over the extent of a mine; however, reported depths for an individual mine may vary.  Depth for
surface-mined coals varies, and is usually represented as a range.
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Thickness   The approximate thickness of the mined seam is shown, if known.  Thickness also comes from notes of
geologists who visited the mine during its operation or from borehole data in ISGS files.  Minimum, maximum, and
average thicknesses are given when this information is available.

Mining method   The principal mining method used at the mine (figs. 1A-H) is listed.  See the mining methods
section at the beginning of this directory for a discussion of this parameter.

Geologic problems reported   Any known geologic problems, such as faults, water seepage, floor heaving, and
unstable roof, encountered in the mine are reported.  This information is from notes made by ISGS geologists who
visited the mine, or from reports by mine inspectors published by the Illinois Department of Mines and Minerals, or
from the source map(s).  Geologic problems are not reported for active mines.

PRODUCTION HISTORY

Production history   Tons of coal produced from the mine by each mine owner are totaled.  When the source map
used for the mine outline is not a final mine map, the tonnage produced since the date of the map is identified.  For
mines that extend into adjacent quadrangles, the tonnage reported includes areas mined in adjacent quadrangles.

SOURCE OF DATA

Source map   This section lists information about the map(s) used to compile the mine outline and the locations of
tipples and mine openings.  In some cases more than one source map was used.  For example, a map drawn before
the mine closed may provide better information on original areas of the mine than a later map.  When more than one
map was used, the bibliography section explains what information was taken from each source.

Date   The date of the most recent mine survey listed on the source map is reported.

Original scale   The original scale of the source map is listed.  Many maps are photo-reductions and are no longer
at their original scale.  The original scale gives some indication of the level of detail of the mine outline and the
accuracy of the mine boundary relative to surface features.  Generally, the larger the scale, the greater the accuracy
and detail of the mine map.  Mine outlines taken from source maps at scales smaller than 1:24,000 may be highly
generalized and may well be inaccurately located with respect to surface features.

Digitized scale   The scale of the digitized map is reported.  The scale may be different from that of the original
source map.  In many cases the digitized map was made from a photo-reduction of the original source map, or the
source map was not in a condition suitable for digitizing and the mine boundaries were transferred to another base
map.

Map type   Source maps are classified into five categories to indicate the probable completeness of the map.  See
discussion of source maps in the previous section.

Annotated bibliography  Sources that provide information about the mine are listed, with the data taken from each
source.  Some commonly used sources are described below.  Full bibliographic references are given for all other
sources.  Unless otherwise noted, all sources are available for public inspection at the ISGS.

Coal Reports   Published since 1881, these reports contain tabular data on mine ownership, production,
employment, and accidents.  Some volumes include short descriptions made by mine inspectors of physical features
and conditions in selected mines.

Directory of Illinois Coal Mines   This source is a compilation of basic data about Illinois coal mines, originally
gathered by ISGS staff in the early 1950s.  Sources used for this directory are undocumented, but they are primarily
Illinois Department of Mines and Minerals annual reports, ISGS mine notes, and coal company officials.

ENR Document 85/01, Guither, H. D., J. K. Hines, and R. A. Bauer, 1985   The Economic Effect of Underground
Mining Upon Land Used for Illinois Agriculture: Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources Document
85/01, 185 p.

Microfilm map   The U.S. Bureau of Mines maintains a microfilm archive of mine maps.  A microfilm file for Illinois is
available for public viewing at the ISGS.
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Mine notes   ISGS geologists have visited mines or contacted mine officials throughout the state since the early
1900s.  Notes made during these visits range from brief descriptions of the mine location to long narratives
(including sketches) of mining conditions and geology.

Federal Land Bank of St. Louis, Preliminary Reports on Subsidence Investigations  Mining engineers working for the
Federal Land Bank of St. Louis mapped areas of subsidence due to coal mining in the early 1930s. These reports
often include county maps of mine properties with mined-out areas including shaft locations, as well as subsidence
areas.
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